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Eykyn Maclean is pleased to present Neil Grayson: Industrial Melanism, 13 February - 3 March 2018. 

Neil Grayson (b. 1968) is a New York City based artist working primarily in oil and metals on 
canvas.  As a teenager, Grayson was an obsessive prodigy, studying and then perfecting the 
techniques of the masters.  Particularly drawn to Rembrandt’s self-portraits, he became fixated 
on how light is captured on canvas.  “Rembrandt found light and gave meaning to the darkness, 
purpose to the sadness; that is what I am endlessly searching for, the light to cradle and hold 
the darkness.” 

Grayson’s current series, Industrial Melanism, is born from this search.  

Industrial Melanism generally refers to the change in color of the peppered moth –  
from white with black speckles to entirely black – during the Industrial Revolution, and remains one of the clearest 
examples in which the evolutionary process has been observed. The light moths, formerly camouflaged on trees with 
white lichens, became easy prey for the birds as the trees darkened from heavy soot emissions. The darker moths – 
suddenly better suited to their environment – thrived, and within a human's lifetime scientists watched as the once 
nearly all light population became 98% dark.   

Combining his fascination with Industrial Melanism with his search for (metaphorical as well as physical) light in the 
darkness, Grayson has created something wholly new and exciting.  In this series, he explores the concepts of 
reinvention and transformation using the varying oxidation rates of precious metals (silver, white gold, platinum, and 
palladium) to create dimensionality and movement, taking advantage of the sudden changes in hue of the reflective 
metal surfaces creating unique visual experiences from every angle.  Works shine brightly and then fall dark.  But the 
darkness is held in check, providing context for the light.   

For questions and/or hi-res images, please contact Susan Wallach at sw@eymac.com or +1 212 772 9425. 
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